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Abstract— This paper describes daily assistive task experiments that conducting on the HRP2JSK humanoid robot. We
present overall action and recognition integrated system design
to realize daily assistive behaviors autonomously and robustly,
along with the demonstration that the HRP2JSK pours tea
from a bottle to a cup and wash it after human drink it.
To obtain autonomy and robustness, visual recognition and
behavior control through perception information are important.
The signiﬁcant issue tackled in this paper is what kind of
task relevant knowledge is required for daily assistive task
humanoids. Reducing search area is well-known technique to
increase robustness, however, what kind of information should
we embed in the robot is still the open problem, and in the
humanoid case, the system has to cope with both manipulation
and navigation task.
In this paper, we classiﬁed prediction based attention control
based on following three task relevant knowledge: 1) Predicted
search area to restrict potential object location in the recognition process, 2) predicted attention area to restrict imageprocessing area and 3) predicted visual features to eliminate
mismatch. Task relevant knowledge is also used for vision
guided behavior controls including 1) visual self-localization to
recognize the position of a robot, 2) visual object localization to
update the object location to generate behaviors and 3) visual
behavior veriﬁcation to conﬁrm the success of the motion, are
shown for adapting the planned motion to the real environment.
Finally, we demonstrated a tea service task by a humanoid
robot. This task was repeated many times as presses or lab
tourists demanded. Through this experience, we concluded that
the robustness of the developed system reached to a satisfactory
level.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Development of robotic behaviors in human daily environments is one of the most desperately-needed application
[1]–[4]. Many researchers around the world address this
problem with different approaches such as the behavior
based approach [5], the tele-operation approach [6] and
the cognitive learning approach [7] and so on. Among
them, we have been developing a humanoid system based
on knowledge based vision-guided robot system, which is
archived through the development of three components: 1)
Manipulation knowledge based whole body motion generation system [8], 2) Visual feature knowledge based 3D object
recognition system [9], 3) Vision based environment and
behavior veriﬁcation system by using both manipulation and
visual feature knowledge [10].
On the other hand, humanoid robots are expected to
perform several application tasks at every occasion. Thus
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Fig. 1.

Vision guided knowledge based humanoid robot system

a humanoid robot system is required to perform tasks with
the high level of reliability.
The key technique to increase robustness is to guide visual
attention and behavior control for reducing uncertainty and
ambiguity. In this paper, we propose the use of task relevant
knowledge for guiding visual attention and behavior control.
In fact, we explored whether the manipulation and visual
feature knowledge representation can be used for visual
and behavior guiding. In this paper, we propose that the
manipulation knowledge is used for guiding search area in
the 3D space and the image plane. Visual feature knowledge
is used for eliminating mismatch. This representation is also
used for visual self localization, visual object localization
and visual behavior veriﬁcation.
We introduce a task knowledge based visual attention
control method in the section III which navigates visual
attention to the search attention area in the scene and the
attention area in the view. In the section IV describes vision
based behavior control including visual self localization,
visual object localization and visual behavior veriﬁcation.
Section II describes the basis of our system and section VI
presents tea serving task.
II. ACTION AND R ECOGNITION I NTEGRATED H UMANOID
S YSTEM
An overview of the knowledge based humanoid robot
system is illustrated as the Fig.1. The system contains not
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only geometric shape information of objects and environment but also contains manipulation and visual recognition
knowledge.
A: Recognition using only 3D point visual cue

A. Motion generation using manipulation knowledge [8]
We present how a humanoid motion planner works with
manipulation knowledge. The sequence of an attention
coordinates is the input of the planner. In the case of pouring
tea behavior, the sequence represents a rotating motion of
the top of the bottle using an attention coordinate of
a bottle which is associated to the bottle as shown in the
Fig.1. Then the planner calculates a motion of handle
coordinates, which indicates the motion of the robot hand.
Finally whole body motion is generated by calculating whole
body joint angles from the motion of handle.

B: Recognition using 3D point and color histogram
Fig. 2. Comparison of single visual cue object recognition and that of
multi-cue integration

III. TASK K NOWLEDGE G UIDED V ISUAL ATTENTION
C ONTROL

B. Multi-cue integrated object recognition using visual feature knowledge [9]
In order to recognize objects, we employ the Particle Filter
algorithm [11], [12] which is widely used because of its
robust characteristics. Each particle represents the hypothesis
that indicates the 3D position of the target object and is
weighted by likelihood using multi visual cue integration
method [9]. The conditional density p(zk |xk ) to calculate
likelihood is represented as a following equation [13]:
p(z t |xt ) = ppoint (z t |xt ) pcolor (z t |xt ) pedge (z t |xt )
The position of the target object (state vector of the particle
ﬁlter) can be written as x = (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw) in
a general manner. z t is the measurement vector which
indicates visual cues.
We have deﬁned following three visual feature knowledge
shown in the right top aera of the Fig.1 includes Shape for
calculating 3D distance between this shape and visual 3D
feature points, Color for calculating similarity between this
histogram and the histogram taken from the view images and
Edge on an object surface for calculating 2D edge distance
on the image plane. Please refer to the [9] for more detail.
C. Evaluation of multiple visual cue integration
Fig.2 shows that the multiple visual feature integration
method provides robust object recognition. Top images (A)
shows the result with 3D feature points. The red superimposed lines shows the recognition result and it shifts when
occluded from the center to the left. The black superimposed
lines presents particles. It can be seen that the particles are
not converged.
Bottom images (B) shows the result by integrating 3D
feature points and color histogram. Left bottom colored
image shows the Hue images and Right bottom gray images
indicates the likelihood of each pixel. By integrating color
information, the system is able to track the target bottle while
occlusion occurs.

For a daily assistive humanoid robot, it is important to
control visual attention for realizing effective and robust
object recognition. For example, when a robot ﬁnd the cup,
the system required to control visual attention in following
three levels. 1) Directing gaze towards the potential location
of the cup and search the target object on the location
(Predicted Search Area). 2) Narrowing image view area to be
processed where the cup features to be projected (Predicted
Attention Area). 3) Predicting visual features to cope with
occlusion using positional relationship between robot and the
cup (Predicted Visual Features).
Since our robot system tightly integrates motion generation and visual recognition processes, the recognition process
is able to predict the object location using task knowledge
used in the motion generation process.
A. Search Area
We deﬁned a 2D search area that particles are able to
move along with the X and the Y axis (they are horizontal
to the ground) and a 3D search area with the X and the
Y axis and the yaw rotation (rotate around the Z axis). In
the Fig.3, search area on the bar counter is the 2D search
area and 3D search areas are located under the bar counter
and the kitchen sink to recognize them. The red area below
the kitchen tap also indicate the search area for recognizing
rotational angle of the kitchen tap and water ﬂow.
By introducing the search area, the robot is able to control
it’s gaze to the predicted target object position and the
recognition process is able to limit the search space from
the 6D (position and rotation in the 3D Space) to the 2D
or 3D. This constraints enables us to realize practical object
recognition system, since it is known that the particle ﬁlter
with state space more than a few dimensions requires a large
amount of particles that brings a slow convergence.
B. Attention Area
Narrowing area in the image view for image processing
provides efﬁcient and robust recognition. Fig.4 shows this
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(A) Cup recognition without view prediction

Fig. 3.

Search area knowledge in the knowledge based system

(B) Cup recognition with view prediction
Fig. 5. Comparison of accuracy in object recognition with respect to view
prediction

IV. TASK K NOWLEDGE G UIDED B EHAVIOR C ONTROLS

Fig. 4.

Visual attention control in the knowledge based humanoid system

visual attention control mechanism using Attention coordinates in the knowledge described in the previous section.
The image processing is applied to the attention area on the
image plane where the this coordinates is projected. Instead
of processing an entire image to detect the position of the
cup and water in it, it uses restricted attention area for visual
behavior veriﬁcation such as searching the cup or ﬁnd water
ﬂow using simple image processing method. See section IVC for more detail in the image processing algorithms.
C. Visual Features
The above image(A) in the Fig.5 shows the object recognition result without using predicted visual features and the
below image(B) presents the result using the prediction. The
green colored cylinderl object in the left column shows
the 3D face model used for the object recognition. In
the ﬁgure(A), all faces on the cylinder is drawn whereas
occluded faces are not drawn in the ﬁgure (B).
Since the distance between faces of the model and visual
3D feature points are used for object recognition, occluded
faces causes error. In the middle column, blue lines on the
bar indicates the position of each particle and it’s likelihood
(weight). The particles has strong peak in the ﬁgure (B). In
the ﬁgure(A) particles has multiple peaks. The right column
shows the result of the recognition. Position errors about 1cm
are observed in the ﬁgure (A).
We described in the case off 3D feature points here, this
method is also used in the color histogram and 2D edge
based object recognition.

In this section, we describe vision guided behavior controls
for adapting the planned motion into the real environment.
Three visual behavior controls are required to perform
each motion: 1) Visual self localization, 2) Visual object
localization, 3) Visual behavior veriﬁcation.
Before performing each motion, the robot is assumed
to be located on the spot position and positions of task
relevant objects are known in advance. Thus the visual self
localization and the visual object localization are required.
After the motion, the robot veriﬁes the behavior. We
classiﬁed the veriﬁcation process into two groups. One is
an indirect veriﬁcation and another is a direct veriﬁcation.
A. Vision based self localization based on visual feature
knowledge
Fig.6 shows the vision based self localization method. In
order to perfom the tea serving task, the robot is assumed
to be located on the bar counter spot. An associated
object to this spot is yellow colored bar counter table,
which is shown in the top left image. Edge knowledge is
used for recognizing the bar counter. Fig.7 shows the case
of self localization using sink object model with the Edge
visual feature.
Visual recognition process calculates the relative coordinate between an actual robot position in the real environment
and the spot position in the model environment. Then,
it update the current robot position and the robot walks
in order to maintain consistancy with the model world.
Since this walking action produces translation error, visual
self localization process usually repeated few times until
convergence errors lower than 1[cm].
B. Vision based object localization based on visual feature
knowledge
Visual object localization process updates the object position in the model environment along with the actual object
position. In order to recognize the object, it uses the visual
feature knowledge which is associated with the object model.
Fig.8 shows that a cup and a plastic bottle are recognized
by using the proposed method. They have the visual feature
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Vision based self localization using counter knowledge.

Fig. 8.

Vision based self localization using sink knowledge.

Vision based cup and plastic bottle recognition

Fig. 9. Water ﬂow recognition using tap knowledge and 3D features points

knowledge as described in the previous section. The cup has
shape information and the plastic bottle has both shape
and color histogram information. Bottom images in
the Fig.8 shows 3D feature points and color hue image.
Top right image shows recognized positions of objects. The
holding cup motion is generated upon this information as
shown in the top left image.
C. Vision based behavior veriﬁcation using task relevant
knowledge and visual feature knowledge
After the motion execution phase, we use vision based
behavior veriﬁcation process to conﬁrm the success of the
motion. We classiﬁed the veriﬁcation process into indirect
veriﬁcation based on task relevant knowledge and direct
veriﬁcation which uses object relevant knowledge.
1) A direct veriﬁcation with visual feature knowledge: A
direct veriﬁcation examines the success of the behavior using
knowledge associated with the target object. For example, in
order to verify the cup holding behavior, recognition of the
cup in the hand is required.
Fig.10 shows an example of the direct veriﬁcation of the
cup and the bottle holding behavior. It uses 2D directed
edges(Edge), which is illustrated as red point in the left
image, to calculate the cup position in the robot’s hand.
The bottom row images shows the grasping the plastic bottle
behavior veriﬁcation through the bottle recognition. It uses
the Shape visual feature of the cap of the bottle.
2) An indirect veriﬁcation with task relevant: An indirect
veriﬁcation examines the success of the behavior using

knowledge associated with the task. For example, in order to
verify the pouring tea behavior, the robot examines if there
exist tea in the cup or not.
In order to detect tea in the cup, we use color a histogram
based recognition method. Images on the left column in the
Fig.11 present Hue information. The middle and the right
column correspond to the Saturation and the Intensity image.
Images taken before the tea pouring behavior are shown in
the top row and images after the behavior are listed in the
middle row.
Graphs in the bottom row shows the change of histograms
before and after the behavior. Red rectangles in the upper
images present an area to calculate histograms, which is
determined by projecting the cup position on the view image
plane. These graphs indicates that the existence of tea drink
in the cup is recognized using the change of the histogram.
Similarity is calculated using distance between two color
histogram by using the Bhattacharyya coefﬁcient.
This method can be apply to any liquids with the color,
how ever difﬁcult to detect clear liquids as water.
Recognizing water shown in the Fig.9 is applied to verify
the open and close tap behaviors. Water is modeled as a
cylinder object coupling with the water outlet object. The
position of the water model is constrained by the water
outlet joint model and the recognition process calculates the
similarity between water model and visual information using
distance between 3D feature points and cylinder faces.
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Behaviors
Visual controls
Behaviors with self localization
Move to counter
Recog. counter
Move to kitchen
Recog. sink
Behaviors with object localization
Hold a cup
Recog. cup
Hold a bottle
Recog. bottle
Place a cup
Recog. cup
Place a bottle
Recog. bottle
Behaviors with visual veriﬁcation
Pour tea
Recog. tea
Open tap
Recog. water
Close tap
Recog. water
Wash cup
—
Fig. 10.

Object
Cup
Bottle
Counter
Sink
Search area
On counter
Counter foot
Sink foot
Under tap
Event
Recog. tea
Recog. water

Knowledge
Shape
Histogram, Shape
Edge
Edge
Ttarget
Cup, Bottle
Counter
Sink
water ﬂow
Knowledge
Color histogram
Water ﬂow model

TABLE I

Behavior veriﬁcation using visual feature knowledge.

K NOWLEDGE DESCRIPTION IN THE KITCHEN EXPERIMENT.

A. Task scenario
We demonstrated the tea serving task experiment as shows
in the Fig.12. The scenario of this experiment is as followings. The number on each line corresponds to the number in
the ﬁgure.
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Fig. 11.
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HSI images and histogram changes in pouring tea behavior

V. TASK - LEVEL P LANNER FOR S CENARIO D ESCRIPTION
Since our system has capable of providing high level
autonomous behaviors. It is easy to connect high level task
planner for describing and controlling scenario of the robot
task. See [14] for more detail.
We adopt the STRIP type operator for each behavior.
For example the HOLD operator has preconditions
(ON ?OBJECT ?SPOT) (AT ?SPOT), action (HOLD
?OBJECT) and effects (HOLD ?OBJECT) !(ON
?OBJECT ?SPOT), POUR-TEA operator as (HOLD
CUP) (HOLD BOTTLE) (AT BAR)
precondition,
(POUR TEA) action and (POURED CUP) effects, and
WASH-CUP operator has (HOLD CUP) (AT SINK),
(WASH-CUP) and (WASHED CUP)
Thus, the ﬁrst half of the demonstration scenario described
in the next section can be generated by giving (POURED
CUP) as the goal status to the planner, and the last half can
be generated by (WASHED CUP) (ON CUP SINK).
VI. T EA S ERVING TASK
In this section, we describe the description required for
demonstrating the tea service task. This humanoid task is a
part of the demonstration to show the the accomplishment
of “21st Century COE Information and Technology Strategic
Core: The Real-world Information System Project” [15] and
was repeated many times as presses or lab tourists demanded.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

robot recognizes the cup (1) and holds (2).
robot recognizes the bottle (3) and holds (4).
robot pours tea into the cup from the bottle (5).
robot places the cup (6) and the plastic bottle (7).
human drink tea in the cup and place it (8-9).
robot recognizes the cup (10) and holds.
robot walks to the kitchen (11-12).
robot localizes self position (13).
robot opens the tap (14) and conform it (15).
robot washes the cup (16).
robot closes the tap and place the cup.

B. Knowledge description
This section describes knowledge required to perform the
experiment. Behaviors required for archiving this experiment
are following 10 units as listed in the left table in the TABLE
I. First two behaviors require a vision based localization,
Next four requires an object detection and the last four
requires behavior veriﬁcation.
We deﬁned four object in the demo scene. For each object,
we described associated visual recognition knowledge as
shown in the right top table. Recognition of the cup and
the plastic bottle, the bar counter and the kitchen sink are
presented in Fig.8, Fig.6, Fig.7 respectively.
The right middle table indicates “Search Area” which we
deﬁned for this experiment as in the Fig.3. Three search
areas are deﬁned for detecting the objects for grasping(cup
and bottle). In this case, these objects are spinning objects,
thus we used 2D search space deﬁnition, which has freedoms
along with x and y axis and z position of the object is
assumed to be the table height.
The right bottom table shows task relevant visual behavior
veriﬁcation knowledge. Recognizing tea is utilized for pouring tea behavior veriﬁcation. Recognizing water is applied
to verify the open and close tap behaviors. This process is
presented in the section IV-C.2.
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Fig. 12.

daily life support experiments using knowledge based on recognition system.

C. Evaluation
1) Robustness: The demonstration of “The Real-world
Information System Project” was successfully performed and
covered by major national papers and TVs. It also reported
internationally via CNN1 , USA TODAY2 . The experiment is
repeated more than a dozen times on the day and afterward
on demand. Thanks to the robust object recognition using
method attention control, visual future prediction, multi-cue
integration and visual behavior veriﬁcation, the task is rarely
failed thus we believe the targeted robustness ware reached.
The rare case of the failure is when there are droplet on the
cup or the bottle. It slips when the robot holds them.
Changes of the lighting condition usually affects the
recognition result, however our object recognition system is
1 Robot

serves tea just the way Japanese like it: March 2, 2007

2 http://www.usatoday.com/tech/news/robotics/2007-02-28-tea-

robot x.htm

robust enough not to restrict using ﬂash when taking photos.
3D feature points and 2D edges are robust to the illumination
change and we use the HSV color space based histogram
matching.
2) Limitation: Currently, our system requires knowledge
description as shown in the TABLE I and it does not have
capability of learning new object and situation. Online acquisition of these knowledge is our current research interest.
Our approach is to regard the system described in this paper
as a basic function of a humanoid robot. Thus the learning
process is able to acquire knowledge based on bootstrap approach by using high level functions presented here. In other
words, the result of this research provides the knowledge
representation to be learned and online acquisition process
is to generate description from an observation or experiences.
3) Perspective: Fig.13 shows a multi humanoid daily
assistive task. This task is performed in the same environment but two legged humanoid and two wheeled humanoid
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based navigation technique can be integrated to generate
collision free path from a spot to another to increase
robustness.
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Fig. 13. Multi humanoid experiment in kitchen service task
Top row) Knowledge used for the demonstration. Middle row) Humanoid
C pouring tea. Bottom row) Humanoid B carrying a dish.
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